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Introduction 
The Pollack or Pollack Swamp as it is sometime referred, is a 700ha Flora Reserve managed by 

Forestry Corporation NSW (FCNSW) that lies on the western bank of Barbers Creek approximately 1 

kilometre downstream from the Barbers Creek road bridge on the Barham to Moulamein road (see 

Figure 1). The Pollack is part of Koondrook State Forest and although geographically isolated from 

the main forest falls within the Gunbower, Koondrook-Perricoota Icon Site. The Pollack lies within 

the Traditional Country of the Barapa Barapa people and contains an unusually large amount of 

archaeological evidence of Aboriginal occupation and subsequently is of particular significance to the 

local Aboriginal community.  

The Pollack has long been recognised as a significant waterbird breeding site with historical breeding 

records of both the Eastern Great Egret Ardea modesta and the Intermediate Egret Ardea intermedia 

(both listed as Threatened Species in Victoria) and many other colonial waterbird species (Disher, 

2000 & Hutton, 2017) 

Results of aerial pest animal survey reported in The Koondrook-Perricoota Pest Animal Survey 

Report (FCNSW March 2018) states “The data suggests that the hot spots of deer activity are 

Campbells Island SF and the northern part of Koondrook SF known as ‘Pollack Swamp’. Feral pigs on 

the other hand did not seem to have the same level of localized population and were more scattered 

across the Koondrook and Campbells Island SF”. 

Recreational hunting administered by the NSW Games Council is permitted within designated areas 

of State Forests however; the Pollack is classified as a Flora Reserve under the NSW Forestry Act 

2012 to protect and conserve native plant species, associated forest habitats and ecosystems. This 

excluded the site from timber operations and recreational hunting.  

 

Figure 1: Map indicating the location of the Pollack and other relevant nearby features 
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Background 
The Pollack Wetland Enhancement Project is a 4 year project funded by the Murray Local Land 

Services (subject to annual funding) to enhance and maintain the ecological condition of the Pollack 

Wetland and Flora Reserve. The project aims to achieve the following 4 outcomes; 

 Reducing the infestation of pest weeds 

 Reducing the impacts of feral animals on wetland sites 

 Reducing populations of pest animals 

 Educate and raise awareness about wetland functions. 

A number of activities are planned to reduce the populations and impacts of feral animal, these 

include the construction of an exclusion fence and the expansion of an existing fox baiting program. 

A requirement of the funding contract is to conduct a number of ground-based surveys to measure 

and record outcomes of these activities. Surveys and reporting are planned to occur during years 1 

and 4 of project, a summary of these appears in below.  

 Year 1: Baseline survey and reporting on;  

o Pest animal species present and abundance 

o Types and incidence of environmental impacts 

o Turtle presence and nest predation. 

 Years 2 & 3 

o Collection of relevant data.  

 Year 4: Repeat survey and reporting on; 

o Pest animal species present and abundance 

o Types and incidence of environmental impacts 

o Turtle presence and nest predation 

o Comparison and evaluation of variations to year 1 survey. 

Methodologies 
The survey methodologies devised are as follows; 

 Conduct 2 transect surveys in the autumn to record presence and impacts of pest animal 

species 

 Conduct 1 predated turtle nest survey within known nesting areas 

 Collate and utilise data from fox baiting programs 

 Collate and utilise data from pig trapping programs and 

 Collate and utilise incidental observation during managed watering event. 
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Surveys 
Three surveys where designed to cover three separate areas and water regime classes within the 

site. Surveys will be conducted in year 1 and repeated in year 4 of the project. Survey 1 focused on 

the Pollack Lagoon, survey 2 the swamp edge to the swamp centre and survey 3 the swamp 

perimeter or edge (see Figure 2 below).  

The year 1 survey were conducted in April 2019 and collated with additional data sourced from the 

FCNSW 2018/19 watering event. At the time of the survey the 2018/19 watering event was 

complete however; water remained the entire length of Pollack lagoon to an approximate maximum 

depth of 1m. A few small, shallow pools measuring only a few meters across and 150mm depth 

remained at the centre of the swamp. Domestic grazing stock had been voluntarily excluded from 

the site by the leaseholder to maximise the ecological benefits from the watering event. 

 

Figure 2: Map showing the three survey routes. 

Survey 1: Pest Animal Incidence and Impacts 

Survey 1 focused on the Pollack lagoon with the transect starting at the southern entrance to the 

Pollack lagoon known as the Neck, heading north on the western lagoon shore and return south on 

the eastern shore to the Neck; the distance covered is 1.6km (see Figure 2). Once filled the Pollack 

lagoon has the unique ability on the site of retaining water through two consecutive summers. This 

quality attracts deep water specialist waterbirds including White-bellied Sea-eagles and Australian 

Darters as well as Eastern long-necked turtles Chelodina longicollis. The retained surface water and 
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associated wetland vegetation on the lagoon shore are known historically to attract a variety of pest 

animal species.  

The presence of 4 pest animal species was recorded, European Fox Vulpes vulpes, Feral Cat Felis 

catus, Feral Pig Sus scrofa and Fallow Deer Dama dama. The most numerous presence recorded 

were of Foxes with fresh track and scats observed along the entire transect. The most numerous 

impacts recorded was grazing and rubbing by Fallow deer. The impacts of 2 species were record feral 

pig and Fallow deer. Evidence of grazing and rubbing by deer was extensive and recorded the full 

length of the transect. Grazing of Floating pond lily Potamogeton sulcatus by feral pig was also 

recorded however; pig trapping undertaken by the landholder, supported by the Murray LLS proved 

very effective in controlling pig numbers and minimising environmental impacts. A map indicating 

the location of pest animal species and impacts recorded appears in Figure 3.  

 

Figure 3: Map showing the route of survey 1, the pest animal species presence and impacts recorded.  

Survey 2: Pest Animal Incidence and Impacts 

Survey 2 commenced on the eastern shore at inlet 1, travelled east to the reed bed at the centre of 

the swamp before travelling north to the Neck.  The total distance covered is approximately 1.5km. 

Being adjacent to inlet 1 this area of the site had remained inundated for the duration of water 

delivery early October 2018 to the end of January 2019, after which the flood waters rapidly receded 

to the centre of the swamp.  During the event water depth would have varied from 0.1m to 0.6m 

supporting a variety of important wetland vegetation and associated aquatic species.  
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As with survey 1 the presence of 4 pest animal species was recorded, European Fox Vulpes vulpes, 

Feral Cat Felis catus, Feral Pig Sus scrofa and Fallow Deer Dama dama. The most numerous presence 

recorded were of Fox with fresh track and scats observed along the entire transect. The most 

numerous impacts recorded was grazing and rubbing by Fallow deer and the rooting out of Water 

ribbons Cynogeton procerum tubas by pigs following the recession of flood water. Extensive 

evidence of this occurred between inlet 1 and the centre of the swamp, an area known to have 

newly established communities of Water ribbons resulting from recent watering events. A map 

indicating the location of pest animal species and impact recorded appears in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Map showing the route of survey 1, the pest animal species presence and impacts recorded.  

Table 1: A summary of the recorded incidence of pest animal species presence and impacts from surveys 1 & 2 

 Survey #1  Survey #2  Total Incidence Recorded 

Pest Animal Species Presence Impacts Presence Impacts Presence Impacts Total 

European Fox (Vulpes vulpes)* 4 2 3 0 7 2 9 

Feral Cat (Felis catus) 2 0 2 0 4 0 4 

Feral Pig (Sus scrofa) 1 1 1 4 2 5 7 

Fallow Deer (Dama dama)* 1 3 1 4 2 7 9 

European Hare (Lepus europaeus)* 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 

Notes: * indicates breeding recorded  
Presence = identification by sight, tracks or scats 
Impact = environmental impact directly attributable to species 
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Survey 3: Turtles 

Survey 3 focused on recording the presence of turtle species and turtle nests. The survey was 2.4km 

in length and concentrated on areas where turtles and their nest had previously been recorded. 

Additional data recorded during the 2018/19 watering event was also included.  

The Eastern long-necked turtle Chelodina longicollis was the only species recorded. Given the 

temporary nature of water on site and distance from permanent water, it was not expected to 

record either of the other turtle species known in the region, the Broad-shelled turtle Chelodina 

expansa and the Murray turtle Emydura macquarii. The presence of 5 living and 8 dead individuals 

were recorded together with 4 predated nests. The number of recordings indicates the suitability 

and importance of the site to this species however; incidence of mortality and/or predation 

demonstrates the severity of threats turtles are encountering at the Pollack and the urgency for 

adequate protection measures. Shells of 2 dead animals were recorded measuring only 130mm long, 

this indicates relatively recent, successful, local breeding has occurred. A map indicating the location 

of turtle sightings and nests appears in Figure 5.       

 

Figure 5: Map showing the route of survey 3, the turtle species and predated nests recorded. 

Turtle Species Alive Dead Predated nests Total incidence 

Eastern long-necked turtle Chelodina longicollis 5 8 4 17 
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Conclusions 

Site Condition and Management 

 The unusually dry conditions during the spring, summer and autumn of 2018/19 combined 

with delivery of environmental water to the Pollack attracted larger numbers than normal of 

both native and pest animals to the site significantly increasing grazing preasure. 

 No domestic grazing of the site occurred during this period due to the neighbouring 

landholder and leaseholder voluntarily excluding livestock to maximise the outcomes of the 

watering event.  

European Foxes 

 Foxes were the most numerously 

recorded pest animal species 

presence with tracks and scats 

recorded on all 3 surveys.  

 Impacts recorded were limited to 4 

predated turtle nests as other 

impacts are difficult to directly 

attribute to foxes. It is likely foxes 

were responsible for some if not all of 

the 8 turtle mortalities.  

 With such numerous recordings and 

variable diet it is highly likely foxes are impacting very heavily on many native fauna species 

such as insects, frogs, reptiles, birds and mammals.   

 During the 2018/19 watering event a spring fox baiting programs was undertaken by FCNSW 

in partnership with the Murray Local Land Services. Despite these efforts foxes were 

regularly recorded throughout the watering event.  

 It is reasonable to assume the small size of the Pollack and lack of simultaneous baiting by 

neighbouring landholders contributed to rapid and continuous repopulation by foxes.   

Feral Cats 

 Tracks and scats were recorded on all 3 surveys 

 Evidence of impacts are difficult to directly attribute to cat however; their devastating 

impact on native fauna is well document elsewhere and would be significant at this site 

 As foxes are aggressive towards cats, the high numbers of foxes present maybe contributing 

to the comparatively low incidence of feral cat recordings.  

Follow Deer 

 Impacts from Fallow deer were the most 

recorded impact of any pest animal 

species.  

 The Pollack is known to be a hotspot for 

deer with breeding occurring annually. 

 Fallow deer are likely to impact heavily on 

planned regeneration of wetland and 

riparian vegetation. 
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Feral Pigs 

 Impacts from pigs were the second most recorded 

impact of any pest animal species.  

 Pigs appear to be targeting wetland plant species such 

Water ribbons Cynogeton procerum, Floating pond lily 

Potamogeton sulcatus and Swamp lily Ottelia ovalifloria 

during the recession phase of watering events. 

 Control measures through collaboration between the 

Murray Local Land Services and landholder of the Ark 

appears to be successful. Two traps on the east and 

west boundaries of the Pollack were activated during 

the watering event when pigs were detected by 

observation or camera-trap. A total of 8 pigs where 

caught and destroyed. 

European Hares 

 Both sighting and scats of hares were 

recorded and the population is likely to be 

small. 

 Predation of hares by Wedge-tailed eagles 

was recorded during the watering event. 

 Hares are likely to impact on planned 

regeneration of riparian vegetation. 
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Appendix 1: Survey 1 Images 

 

Heavily grazed native vegetation of the Pollack lagoon shore 

 

Evidence of pigs grazing Floating pond lily Potamogeton sulcatus as the water recedes. Fresh fox tracks were recorded 
along both shores of the Pollack lagoon 
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Appendix 2: Survey 2 Images 

 

Communities of Water ribbons Cynogeton procerum were extensive damaged by pig excavating tubas 

 

 

Damage to River Clubrush Schoenoplectus validus by deer rubbing to remove antler velvet 
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Pig damage to the rhizomatous base of River Clubrush (Schoenoplectus validus) at the central reed bed

 

A pig wallow at the swamp centre. Male deer are also known to use mud wallows during the mating season 
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Appendix 3: Survey 3 Images 

 

Predated turtle nest with the cement plug still evident 

  

Predated turtle nest and eggs                                                  1 of 8 dead Eastern long-necked turtle recorded 
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Appendix 4: Turtle Survey Data 
 

Turtle Recordings           

Code Date Species Sex Live/Dead Easting Northing 

ELT_D_01 12/10/2018 Eastern Long-necked Male Dead 242087 6061248 
ELT_D_02 12/10/2018 Eastern Long-necked Male Dead 242204 6061458 

ELT_D_03 12/10/2018 Eastern Long-necked Male Dead 242190 6061535 

ELT_D_04 23/11/2018 Eastern Long-necked Unknown Dead 242120 6061238 

ELT_D_05 23/11/2018 Eastern Long-necked Male Dead 242121 6061218 

ELT_D_06 23/11/2018 Eastern Long-necked Male Dead 242103 6061160 

ELT_D_07 28/12/2018 Eastern Long-necked Male Dead 242537 6059926 

ELT_D_08 10/02/2019 Eastern Long-necked Unknown Dead 242039 6060927 

ELT_L_01 3/11/2018 Eastern Long-necked Female Live 242065 6060992 
ELT_L_02 16/11/2018 Eastern Long-necked Female Live 242431 6060452 

ELT_L_03 23/11/2018 Eastern Long-necked Female Live 242036 6060823 

ELT_L_04 22/02/2019 Eastern Long-necked Unknown Live 241125 6060257 

ELT_L_05 24/02/2019 Eastern Long-necked Male Live 241271 6060254 

Nest_1 10/01/2019 Eastern Long-necked Nest Predated 242443 6059873 

Nest_2 10/01/2019 Eastern Long-necked Nest Predated 242418 6059887 

Nest_3 19/01/2019 Eastern Long-necked Nest Predated 242007 6060933 

Nest_4 19/01/2019 Eastern Long-necked Nest Predated 242023 6060981 

 

Note: All recordings uploaded onto the TurtleSat website at; 

https://www.turtlesat.org.au/turtlesat/default.aspx 

https://www.turtlesat.org.au/turtlesat/default.aspx

